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Category: other-general

About the role…As a Data Engineer, you will support all aspects of the management and

effective operation of our Enterprise Data Platforms, including data ingestion, pipeline

management, system integration and platform administration. You will support the

delivery of business outcomes by designing and delivering technical and data solutions, and help

identify opportunities to improve or innovate. You will be a key contributor to our Enterprise

Data team and will help drive broader Great Southern Bank team members to make data led

business decisions. You will be flexible and creative to ensure the best data is used in each

situation, while ensuring data has been appropriately tested, validated and manipulated

before being distributed. You will understand how data moves through a business Extract

Transform Load (ETL) and you contribute to interrogating, mapping, validating and

documenting data transformations between raw and modelled data layers. At Great Southern

bank, you have the chance to be part of something different in this growing will be able to

make a bigger difference with us, as we are a bit smaller than the majors and your circle of

influence is will see the results of your work, be recognised for your achievements and be

provided with the support you need to help balance your career.About you…Advanced

working SQL knowledge and experience with databases and database development

languages, such as SQL Server, Oracle, DB2 and T-SQL, PL/SQLProgramming skills with one or

more languages including SQL, C#, Java, Java script, Python, etc.A working understanding

of Data Warehousing concepts such as Data Vault, Dimensional modelling, Slowly Changing

Dimensions, OLAP designExperience using efficiency techniques to improve ETL

processing2+ years experience developing ETLs using Automation Languages/Tools
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BIML, SSIS, IBM DataStage, Informatica, BimlFlex etc2+ years hands-on experience with

SAS Technologies and ETL development tools SAS DI (Desirable)2+ years experience using

the Base SAS programming language.Including Base (Data Step) and Macro (Desirable)

Knowledge and experience with the full Microsoft BI stack (SSIS, SSRS, SSAS)

(Desirable)Experience/Knowledge of PowerBI administration (Manage tenant settings,

compile inventory and metadata, manage workspaces and users permissions)

(Desirable)Experience in troubleshooting and addressing production defects, fixing bugs

and supporting ETL batches and jobsDemonstrates initiative, sound analytical, reasoning

and problem-solving skills.Consultative approach. You are not afraid to challenge

stakeholder needs and interpret what they are really trying to ask for.Have a general

understanding of the Software Development Life Cycle and Change Management

conceptsDegree-level (Finance/Data or Computer Science/Economics) or 2-3 years in a

similar roleQualifications in information management is desirable but not essentialSAS /

Microsoft Certified Professional desirable but not essentialWhat's in it for you?We want you to

make an impact. You can be part of a growing and innovative organisation, with the ability to

influence the people, culture and practices of Great Southern Bank to keep us at the top of

our game.You will be able to make a bigger difference with us! While we might be a bit

smaller than the majors, your circle of influence is infinitely greater. You will see the

immediate results of your work, be recognised for your achievements, and be provided with

the support you need to help balance your career.We believe that investing in our people is

central to upholding our great help you be at your best, we provide a collaborative, flexible

and supportive working environment that helps you balance career, family, health and

the things you love doing. We have a variety of employee benefits that you can access from

discounted financial and insurance products, a variety of leave options, and benefits and

incentives covering, health, wellness and lifestyle options. Read more about these

exciting benefits on our careers site!
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